Name _____________________________

Considering Differences
DIRECTIONS: Choose 3 daily activities and list them in the 3 wavy boxes. In the first box in each row, describe what it
is like (or would be like) completing the activity listed in the wavy box using the abilities you have now. In the center
top box, choose a physical or learning disability. Describe what you would now need to do to complete the activity if
you had the disability. In the third box, consider what would be different about completing the task if you had that
learning or physical challenge.
Activity:

2) If I were
_____________

1) How I do it
Activity:

3) Differences
2) If I were
_____________

3) Differences

1) How I do it
Activity:

2) If I were
_____________

3) Differences

1) How I do it
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Name

Teacher Notes

Considering Differences
DIRECTIONS: Choose 3 daily activities and list them in the 3 wavy boxes. In the first box in each row, describe what it
is like (or would be like) completing the activity listed in the wavy box using the abilities you have now. In the center
top box, choose a physical or learning disability. Describe what you would now need to do to complete the activity if
you had the disability. In the third box, consider what would be different about completing the task if you had that
learning or physical challenge.

Disability Suggestions:

Activity Suggestions:

Blind
Deaf
Dyslexic
Autistic
Paralyzed (waist down)
Cerebral palsy
No arm or leg (amputation)
stutter

Grocery shopping
Dining at a restaurant
Brushing teeth
Getting dressed/choosing clothing
Playing soccer, tennis, dodgeball…
Gathering books/materials for class
Emptying the dishwasher

Activity:

Eating at a restaurant

2) If I were
blind

Can read the menu and see any
pictures of food items or
specials

Would need a friend or wait
person to help with the menu

Can navigate to a table easily
and won’t trip over a chair

Would need assistance getting
to a table or the restroom

Once the food arrives, eating
would probably be about the
same
Getting to the table and
ordering would be hard without
help

3) Differences

1) How I do it
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